You only have 4 weeks left to log your points!

Remember, you need 200 points to apply for a summer internship (paid, 4-12 weeks), 150 points for work experience (unpaid, 2-weeks), 100 points for work shadowing (unpaid, 2-days) and 75 points for training and experience days.

The process to get rewarded is:

- You will receive the Rewards Pack on 4th March, which will allow you to browse all available EP rewards.
- You then need to ensure you have enough points by 18th March (17:00).
- If you have sufficient points, we will send you an application form on 19th March and you will have 1 1/2 weeks to complete this.
- The EP team will consider all applications in April and, if shortlisted, you may need to attend an interview in May.
- Rewards commence from June onward.

If you need any help or guidance, the EP team will be running 1-1 sessions throughout the period. To book, email employabilitypoints@kent.ac.uk
Every month we will highlight the latest top company to confirm they will be offering exclusive EP rewards to our students this summer!

This month it is Southeastern.

Southeastern runs train services into London from Kent and East Sussex, operating 2,000 trains per day with around 170 million passengers using the service every year.

Exclusively through the EP Scheme, there will be 7 internships available! These include:

- Project reviewing passenger behaviour at St Pancras with intention of reducing accidents.
- Internships assessing pressures placed on Station Managers and reviewing proposals to enhance productivity.
- Internships focusing on business administration.
- Project management internship focusing upon team performance.
- Internships focusing on Procurement and Contracts.

Southeastern are also presenting £150, £100 and £50 Amazon vouchers to the EP students who log the most hours on Kent Union's ToolKit! You can see last year's winner below:
Once per month we will feature one EP sponsor who is offering some amazing opportunities!

Nucleus Arts is the Award Winning flagship arts organisation founded by the Halpern Charitable Foundation. Nucleus Arts has become the cultural and creative heart of Kent & Medway over the past 12 years and focuses on affordability, accessibility and excellence in the Arts.

Nucleus Arts are offering a company experience day to EP students, including a tour, workshop and the chance to meet resident artists! There will also be work shadowing opportunities in management, outreach and gallery operations.

New for 2019: Nucleus Arts are offering a research internship, where one student will investigate the relationship between culture and mental health!

This will lead to the student preparing a report and co-authoring an article, which will showcase the benefits of the arts in the community.
Here are some other rewards recently confirmed for EP students! Click on the logos to find out more!

- Pharmacy internship
- Marketing and content writing internship
- Event planning work experience
- Data analysis work experience
- Disability research work experience
- Visitor operations work experience
- Lab work experience and company experience day
- Technical internship focused on programming, AI and more.
- Employability sessions focused on law.
Work experience focused on events, videography, business strategy, environmental and funding.

Project placement focused on Natural Capital Accounting.

Work experience researching CRM systems

Videography internship

Work experience in business development, data protection and finance. Also chance to shadow a senior director.

All these opportunities are only available to students with sufficient points on their profiles! You can cash in points in March 2019 to apply!
Kent Africa Summit 2019: Discussing Africa's Future and Beyond.

The Kent Africa Summit will be held on 16th March (08:45-15:00) at the Coyler-Ferguson Building and this year, the conference will consider the power of Africa and three specific themes: economics, mental health and cultural issues.

By attending the full day, you can claim 20 points.
Humanities for Hire

Between 25th February and 1st March, the University of Kent is hosting a series of events aimed for Humanities students. These include sessions on teaching, languages, heritage, arts and more.

There is even a trip to the BVE Expo!

You can earn points by attending all these sessions and click here for more info.

Earn 20 points by attending the #DigitalReboot Disruptive Conference on 27th February (17:00-21:00).

This event will cover the latest digital trends, what businesses will survive the future, jobs of the future and much more!

Register here.
You can earn points with the volunteering opportunities offered by Kent Union:

You can also log volunteering hours on Kent Union’s Toolkit and work towards the KSCV Award. This is another great way to earn more points (see next page)!

Sign up to the opportunities newsletter at eepurl.com/dMvCqY
35,428 HOURS LOGGED!

DON’T MISS OUT!
LOG YOUR VOLUNTEERING HOURS ON KSCV, & IMPROVE YOUR EMPLOYABILITY!

EARN MORE!
KSCV AWARDS ARE WORTH EMPLOYABILITY POINTS!

20  25  30  35

110 TOTAL!
MY EPS JOURNEY COMPETITION

Enter for your chance to win a £30 Amazon Voucher!

This competition will help you demonstrate to prospective employers the skills and experience you have gained through the EP Scheme.

To enter simply create your own ‘My EPS Journey’ Reflective Journal on MyFolio and email the URL to the EP Team at employabilitypoints@kent.ac.uk

Entries must be received by 5pm on Friday 14 June 2019.
Earn 5 points by attending the JobShop Jobs Fair on 12th March 2019 (12:00-15:00, Eliot Hall).

This will be a great chance to meet employers offering part-time and temporary work!

Need to enhance your points tally before the deadline? If so, you can earn 60 points for completing the Careers Award on Moodle!

This module covers all aspects of employability and usually takes 10-12 hours to complete.

For more information, see here.

For careers insights and advice, take a look at the CES blog: https://unikentemploy.wordpress.com. The blog brings together student, staff and employer perspectives on employability-related topics, to help students from all perspectives. If anyone is interested in writing an article for it (and earning more points), they can contact Hannah on h.r.s.greer@kent.ac.uk.
Earn Employability Points and add to your CV with FREE Study Plus courses!

Available courses for Term 2 include:

- Film and Media Analysis (week 18 onwards)
- Screenwriting for Non-writers (week 18 onwards)
- Coppicing (week 19)
- Safely Felling Small Trees (week 19)
- Rosie 2: A Child Protection Simulation (week 20)
- BRash Fence Building (week 20)
- Writing and Directing Feature Length Film for Cinema (week 21)
- Betel Mania (week 21)
- Language tasters: Arabic, Japanese, Mandarin and Russian (week 21)
- Zak and Lottie: Tackling Online Radicalisation and Sexual Grooming (week 22)
- Hazel Hurdles (week 22)
- Basket Making (week 23)

All Study Plus courses can be found in SDS. Full further information, please see here.

Thinking of teaching English after you graduate?

You can train to teach English to adults with a CELTA course at Kent. CELTA (Cambridge Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) is an internationally recognised qualification, which equips you to teach English in the UK or abroad. The Centre for English and World Languages runs an intensive course starting on 17 June 2019.

See here.

FREE English classes

If English is not your first language and you'd like to improve, why not sign up for our FREE English classes? You will be taught by trainees on the CELTA course and will have the chance to improve your spoken and written English.

See here.
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL & BEHAVIOURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MALE STUDENTS

School of Psychology – CORE-FP

CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS

DO YOU WANT TO WIN AN IPAD MINI 4 (WORTH £399)?

What will I have to do? In this short online study, you will be asked to respond to a selection of well-known and validated psychological measures. There are thirteen in total – some are short (less than five questions) whilst others are slightly longer.

Will my responses be anonymous? Yes, unless you choose to withdraw from the study. This means that you will not be identifiable from any answers you provide, so please be honest. Under no circumstances will any answers you provide be passed on.

What will I get for taking part? In return for participating in this study, you will be offered the opportunity to enter a prize draw to win an iPad Mini 4 (currently valued at £399). Psychology students who access the study through the RPS site will also receive 1 RPS credit for completing the study in full.

Further information

Samuel Hales (PI)
T: +44 (0)1227 827370
E: sh21@kent.ac.uk

Prof. Theresa A. Gannon (Co-I)
T: +44 (0)1227 824827
E: T.A.Gannon@kent.ac.uk

Access the survey at

bit.ly/forensic_psychology

SeNSS University of Kent

All posters displayed on campus have been looped and will be removed by the 1st no later than 30th April 2019.

ENHANCE YOUR WELLBEING 2019

Monday 25 and Tuesday 26 February

Stalls and activities Keynes Atrium, 12.30-14.30
FREE workshops 13.00-14.00 and 14.00-15.00

Enrich your life and try something new for free!
Food | Craft | Martial arts | Sport | Writing
Meditation | Painting | Spirituality

For workshop details and times, please visit: www.kent.ac.uk/studentsupport/enhanceyourwellbeing2019
#EnhanceYourWellbeing2019
Kent Student Award Nominations are now open!

If you know an outstanding student, you can nominate them for a Kent Student Award here!

Monthly Competition Winner

Well done to Anna Hughes (School of History) who logged 385 points in December!

In second place was Maria Deguara (Kent Law School) with 340 points and third place, Fabienne Gladwin (School of English) with 310 points.

Anna was awarded with a £10 Amazon voucher and certificate.

Also, for this month, as it is so close to our annual deadline, the highest scoring student will win a £30 Amazon voucher! Make sure you get logging!
Student societies, are you looking for a venue for forthcoming award nights, formal dinners and parties? If so, check out EP sponsor - Canterbury Cathedral Lodge:

Canterbury Cathedral Lodge is a unique and contemporary hotel and events venue situated within the inspirational grounds of Canterbury Cathedral, a UNESCO World Heritage Site in the heart of the city of Canterbury. For those societies seeking a truly exceptional venue, Canterbury Cathedral Lodge is renowned for student award nights, formal dinners and parties.

The Cathedral Lodge's banqueting packages in their stunning Clagett Auditorium, which can accommodate up to 120 students for a sit-down dinner, start from only £25 per person to include a 3-course dinner, with coffee. If your society is small, then the modern restaurant, which overlooks a pretty court yard terrace is ideal for 20-50 people.

The team at the Cathedral Lodge are dedicated to offering student societies quality and choice; using its own in-house catering team to offer fine food and fine wine and within keeping with the ethos of the cathedral, the highly skilled chefs source high-quality, fair-trade and local produce wherever possible. A hidden treasure is the beautiful Campanile Garden, which sits in an elevated position overlooking the Cathedral to provide a stunning backdrop. In the summer months, a Champagne drinks reception in the garden is a must, with superb photograph opportunities available for awards nights.

For further information or to arrange to pop in for a coffee and chat with one of our event co-ordinators to discuss your individual requirements, please email sales@canterburycathedrallodge.org or call 01227 865350 and ask to speak with Catherine or Tania.
Are you a Law Student Graduating this Summer?

EP Sponsor, TMLEP, are looking for an analyst to join their team! If you're interested, take a look at the full job description: [here](#).

Do you need more help gaining points before the 2019 deadline (18th March 2019)? If so, contact us via employabilitypoints@kent.ac.uk to book a 1-1 tutorial.